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With this version, we have upgraded the function that moves the positions of tracks, unlike the previous versions, TMPGEnc Authoring Works now works on a layered basis in which tracks are not strictly arranged in order from the top of the timeline to the bottom. With this version, we incorporated the Web
authoring function. The Web authoring function lets you publish video content to the web without the use of Adobe Premiere. All you do is upload the web page, select the source file that you wish to upload, and then choose the codec that you wish to use. The Quick settings menu will enable you to
completely configure the parameters and functions of the TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 in a very short period of time. So you will be able to save time on video editing even faster. DVD / Blu-ray / AVCHD disc creation using TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 can create contents with unique and high-quality menus.
Supports the creation and editing of English, German, Spanish, Italian, French and Portuguese. Your TMPGEnc Authoring Works project can contain 4-8 audio and 8-20 subtitles. The number of audio streams will be auto-detected by the authoring tools. For playback on a disc player, a DVD-Video or AVCHD
disc, you can set the audio and subtitle tracks to any input, output or file format. If there is a problem when you start authoring, the program will automatically revert the current contents so that you can begin creating a new project without any worries. In addition, all files will be imported and completed
with the same settings as when they were created.
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In TMPGEnc Authoring Works 4.5, you could only choose between Sony Vegas, Xpress Merge, or Final Cut Pro. So if you already selected Final Cut Pro, the Batch Authoring Tool will automatically open the Final Cut Pro project to be output using TMPGEnc Authoring Works. Now you can output any of the other
Final Cut Pro formats by clicking the menu icon from the main menu to open the other format. In TMPGEnc Authoring Works 4.5, you could only change the default location from the file-path of TMPGEnc Authoring Works. Now you can change to the folder of your choice. For example, you can choose to

output your project in a local folder. TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6s conversion to TS tool now supports subtitle/comment settings. Using these settings, subtitle and comment information can be embedded inside the MPEG-4 PS and TS container. TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 features a faster network
streaming solution. For viewers, streaming is a more convenient way of viewing a project. Since TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 offers a number of improvements for streaming, it can deliver superior quality video and achieve ultra-low latency for streaming even on local networks. TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6
has a plug-in architecture. You can use TMPGEnc Authoring Works 6 in stand-alone mode, for instance by launching the Authoring Works and TMPGEnc Streaming applications, or you can use it as a plug-in to an existing media application. Of course, you also have the option to launch the TMPGEnc Authoring

Works 6 application directly from your application. The Authoring Works plug-in architecture is based on the TMPGEnc standard and TMPGEnc’s VMU (Video Module Unit). With the help of this plug-in architecture, you can create your projects and mix AVCHD, MPEG, H.264, and other formats on a single
machine and then export them to multi-platform discs. 5ec8ef588b
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